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ABSTRACT
Object Moyamoya disease (MMD) is a common and
chronic progressive stenotic-occlusive cerebrovascular
disease in Eastern Asia. To evaluate the hemispheric
haemodynamic status of adult patients with MMD, we
explored the potential risk factors of hemispheric perfusion
alterations with CT perfusion (CTP) and DSA.
Methods We retrospectively reviewed 44 male and 44
female (176 hemispheres) adult patients with MMD who
had both DSA and CTP. Data on cerebral blood perfusion
(CBF), cerebral blood volume (CBV), mean transmit time
(MTT), time to peak (TTP) of cerebral hemisphere and
cerebellum were gathered and difference of relative
haemodynamic parameters between different subgroups
were assessed with independent sample t analysis, one-
way analysis of variance and general linear regression
analysis.
Results Parameters in regional CBF (rCBF) of frontal,
temporal lobe and basal ganglia in female was more
superior than male. rCBF, regional MTT (rMTT) and regional
TTP (rTTP) in adult MMD patients with haemorrhage were
superior than the ischaemic. With the increase of age,
significant difference could be seen in rCBF and rCBV of
thalamus. However, with progress of arterial stenosis,
significant difference could only be obsevrved in rCBV,
rMTT and rTTP, whereas rCBF had no significant difference.
For increase of moyamoya vessels, significant decrease of
rCBF could be seen in temporal and parietal lobe. With the
increase of compensatory artery numbers, no significant
difference could be seen in rCBF parameters (p>0.05).
Conclusions In adult MMD patients, age, gender and
clinical type were potential risk factors for the change of
cerebral perfusion. When arterial stenosis is worsened,
moyamoya vessels could alter perfusion of temporal and
parietal lobe, but not frontal lobe. Extracranial/intracranial
compensatory arteries could maintain microcirculation
stability in frontal lobe and basal ganglia, indicating that
the protection from extracranial compensatory arteries, a
theoretic base for surgery treatment if necessary.
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INTRODUCTION
Moyamoya disease (MMD) is a common
chronic progressive stenotic-
occlusive cerebrovascular disease in East Asia. It is characterised by the stenosis of internal carotid
artery (ICA) termination and the formation
of net-like vessels at the base of brain.1 2 The
development of moyamoya vessels or collateral vessels provided an alternative route

for the compromised cerebral perfusion.3 4
However, such compensation is often insufficient or unbalanced, resulting in various
ischaemic or haemorrhagic strokes.5–7 There
were several reports concerning that paediatric patients with MMD had a lower cerebral
blood perfusion (CBF) compared with age-
matched controls.8–12 Unlike in paediatric
MMD patients, the haemodynamic alterations in adult patients has not been well deciphered.13 14 Previous literature reported that
CT perfusion (CTP) was an effective and
readily accessible examination to assess the
cerebral haemodynamic status and widely
used in the clinical practice.15–17 Moreover,
there was often a disparity of the correlation
of hemispheric perfusion with angiographic
findings, age, gender and onset types. In our
study, we aimed to evaluate the hemispheric
haemodynamic status for adult patients with
MMD and explore the potential risk factor
of hemispheric perfusion alterations by CTP
and DSA .
METHODS
Selection of patients with MMD
This is a retrospective review. Data of patients
diagnosed with MMD from 1 September 2018
to 30 June 2019 were reviewed. The inclusion criteria of our study included: (1) MMD
diagnosed according to the guideline18 for
MMD (criteria of the Research Committee on
Spontaneous Occlusion of the Circle of Willis,
2012), (2) age between 18 and 70 years old,
(3) completed both CTP and DSA examinations, (4) no history of revascularisation interventions, (5) no cerebral infarctions (based
on CT images). Exclusive criteria were: (1)
middle cerebral artery (MCA) occlusion, (2)
age under 18 or over than 70 years old, (3)
obvious brain infarction on CT, (4) history of
head surgery and (5) stroke within 1 month
prior to the start of the study. All patients with
MMID enrolled in our study were required
to take both digital subtraction angiography
(DSA) and CTP examinations. A total of 88
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Variables

Male (n=44)

Female (n=44)

T/ χ2/z

P value

Age (year)
Clinical type

37.95±8.89

37.77±8.46

0.098
0.917

0.922
0.338

 Ischaemic

30

34

 Haemorrhagic

14

10
0.487

0.487

 Mild

6

6

 Severe

19

23

 Occlusion

19

15
0.027

0.868

0.246

0.620

Arteral stenosis

Compensatory srtery
 0–3

13

18

 4–6

27

19

 7–10

4

7

Moyamoya vessels
 None

11

15

 Sparse
 Dense

23
10

16
13

Comparion of arterial stenosis, compensatory artery and moyamoya vessels between male and female was set at the hemisphere with
advanced Suzuki Stage. P<0.05 represented statistical significance.
MMD, moyamoya disease.

patients (44 male and 44 female, 176 hemispheres) met
the inclusion criteria and their imaging findings were
analysed and shown in table 1.
Imaging and grading protocol
DSA assessment in each hemisphere
Moyamoya vessel grades
Moyamoya vessels from ICA (moyamoya-ICA). According
to the extent of ‘puff smoke’ in the brain, moyamoya
vessel from ICA could be divided into three grades and
scored as: (1) none, no obvious smoke appearance vessel;
(2) sparse, smoke appearance vessels formation at the
base of brain, but more sparse; (3) dense, large number
of smoke appearance vessels anastomosed to form a
network at the end of the ICA and expanded in all directions at the base of brain.19
Intracranial artery stenosis grades
According to the classification of Suzuki stages, stenosis
degree could be divided into three grades: (1) mild
stenosis, those patients with Suzuki I; (2) severe stenosis,
those patients with MMD with a Suzuki II and III; (3)
occlusion, those patients corresponding to a Suzuki IV,
V and VI.20
Grades of intracranial/extracranial compensatory artery
1. The intracranial arteries included OA, ACA, MCA,
anterior choroidal artery, posterior choroidal artery,
pericallous artery and posterior cerebral artery (PCA).
Extracranial artery included superficial temporal artery, middle meningeal artery (MMA) and occipital
42

artery (OcciA). The maximum number in compensatory arteries evaluated was 10.
2. When compensatory arterial numbers were between
0–3, 4–6 and 7–10, they would be classified into group
1, group 2 and group 3, respectively.
CTP examination
A General Electric LightSpeed VCT scanner was used for
evaluation of all qualified patients by CTP. The mean time
interval from CTP scanning to DSA assessments was 3±1
days. Two independent neuroradiologists jointly analysed
the CTP data using Neuro CT aw4.7 software (Siemens
Medical System) on a Siemens Medical System workstation. Regions of interest (ROIs) in brain were marked
with a circle of 32–42 mm2. Vertebral artery (ROI 1) and
superior saggital sinus (ROI 2) were set as input artery
and output vein respectively. Data and images of cerebral
blood volume (CBV) and CBF, mean transit time (MTT)
and time-to-peak (TTP) were gathered. In cerebellum
reference (ROI 3) was selected at the level of dentate
nucleus. The CTP image data sets were displayed side by
side, and ROIs were drawn at corresponding positions in
both images.16
ROI selection (similar to Alberta Stroke program early CT
score (ASPECT) scale)
For individuals, the ROIs at the levels of thalamus and
centrum semiovale were as follows (figure 1): superior
frontal gyrus (ROI 4 and 14), inferior frontal gyrus (ROI
5 and 15), postcentral gyrus (ROI 6 and 16), supramarginal gyrus (ROI 7 and 17), occipital lobe (ROI 8 and
Shi Z, et al. Stroke & Vascular Neurology 2021;6:e000317. doi:10.1136/svn-2019-000317
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Table 1 Information of clinical data and DSA gradings of adult patients with MMD
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Figure 1 ROI selection (similar to ASPECT scale) ROI 1
was vertebral artery (input artery) and ROI 2 was superior
sagittal sinus (output vein). ROI 3 was set in cerebellum
at level of dentatum nucleus. ROIs from 4 to 18 were as
follows: superior frontal gyrus (ROI 4 and 14), inferior frontal
gyrus (ROI 5 and 15), postocentral gyrus (ROI 6 and 16),
supramarginal gyrus (ROI 7 and 17), occipital lobe (ROI 8 and
18), caudate nucleus (ROI 9), lenticular nucleus, external and
internal capsule (ROI 10, 11 and 12) and thalamus (ROI 13).
Anterior, central and posterior parts of centrum semiovale
were established as ROI 19, 20 and 21. ROI, region of
interest.

18), caudate nucleus (ROI 9), lenticular nucleus and
internal capsule (ROI 10, 11 and 12) and thalamus (ROI
13). Anterior, central and posterior parts of centrum
semiovale were established as ROI 19, 20 and 21. All of
these ROIs were mirrored on the contralateral side and
represented as mirrored ROIs from 4 to 20. The data of
all these ROIs were calculated and represented as relative values. Means of ROI 3 and mirrored ROI 3 were
compared. Mean relative value of ROIs in 4, 5, 14, 15 were
frontal lobe and 6,16 were from parietal lobe. Mean relative values of ROIs in 7, 17 represented temporal lobe and
8, 18 was occipital lobe. Mean relative values of ROIs in 9,
10, 11 and 12 were basal ganglia and 19, 20 and 21 were
centrum semiovale.21
Treatment of no perfusion area for haemorrhagic MMD
patients
As for the treatment of no perfusion area, we tried our
best to avoid these perfusion defect area. Sometimes we
chose to adjust the location of ROI artificially especially
in thalamus and basal ganglia to avoid the no perfusion
area and decrease the statistical bias.
Statistical analysis
In our study, SPSS V.22.0 software (IBM) was used for
statistical analysis. For continuous variables including
age and CTP parameters, independent sample t analysis
and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used as
univariate analysis was to seek for the differences between
subgroups. For categorised variables including clinical
type, X2 analysis was used and if any value was less than
5, Fisher’s exact test was recommended. For rank variables including arterial stenosis, moyamoya vessels and
compensatory artery numbers, Mann-Whitney U test was
used. Differences were considered to be significant when
the statistical p<0.05. For comparison of one-way ANOVA
between subgroups, post hoc multiple comparisons and
Bonferroni correction were used. For the variables with
significant statistical differences in univariate analysis
 Z, et al. Stroke & Vascular Neurology 2021;6:e000317. doi:10.1136/svn-2019-000317
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RESULTS
Difference in cerebral perfusion between gender, age and
clinical type
The data on all of cerebral perfusion were compared
between gender and clinical type. Significant difference
was observed between gender and clinical type, with
better performance in female patients with haemorrhagic (p<0.05) (figure 2, online supplementary material I). With the increase of age, significant difference
could been seen in regional CBF (rCBF) of thalamus and
regional TTP (rTTP) of basal ganglia (p<0.05) (figure 3,
online supplementary material II).
Difference in brain perfusion between arterial stenosis,
moyamoya vessel and compensatory artery
With the increase of arterial stenosis, significant difference was observed between subgroups: decreased rCBF,
increased rCBV, prolonged regional MTT (rMTT) and
rTTP (p<0.05) (figure 3, online supplementary material
II). However, for moyamoya vessels, significant difference
was observed in microcirculation, especially in rMTT and
rTTP. In addition, with increased compensatory artery
numbers, significant decrease in rCBV, rMTT and rTTP
could be seen (p<0.05) (figure 4, online supplementary
material III).
General linear regression between cerebral perfusion
and gender, age, clinical type, stenosis, moyamoya vessel,
compensatory artery.
For multivariate analysis, female was more superior than
male in rCBF of frontal (OR (95% CI) 0.243 (0.023 to
0.259), p=0.02), temporal lobe (OR (95% CI) 0.239 (0.033
to 0.366), p=0.019) and basal ganglia (OR (95% CI) 0.295
(0.039 to 0.227), p=0.006). Parameters of rCBF, rMTT
and rTTP of adult MMD patients with haemorrhage were
superior than those with ischaemia (p<0.05). With the
increase of age, significant difference was seen in rCBF
(OR (95% CI) 0.29 (0.022 to 0.148, p=0.009)) and rCBV
(OR (95% CI) 0.237 (0.012 to 0.168), p=0.024) of thalamus. However, from the view of arterial stenosis, significant difference could only be observed in rCBV, rMTT
and rTTP (p<0.05), whereas rCBF had no significant
difference (p>0.05). For moyamoya vessels, significant
decrease of rCBF could be seen in temporal region(OR
(95% CI) −0.277 (−0.285 to −0.027), p=0.018) and parietal
lobe (OR (95% CI) −0.241 (−0.222 to –0.001), p=0.047).
With the increase of compensatory artery numbers, no
significant difference could be seen in rCBF parameters
(p>0.05) (figure 5).
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(p<0.05), and the factors that might have significant influence on cerebral perfusion of adult patients with MMD
according to our clinical experience, such as gender, age
and onset symptoms, general linear regression with Enter
model was applied to multivariate. The P value, the ratio
of Odds (OR) and the 95% CI of the ratio were calculated.
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DISCUSSION
MMD is a chronic progressive disease, with clinical
manifestations in different stages of vascular stenosis or
cerebral perfusion.2 From qualitative analysis, Yin et al
reported that hemispheric perfusion status in ischaemia
was different from haemorrhage,15 indicating that the
haemorrhagic had shorter developing history than the
ischaemic. Results of our study was consistent with the
previous report, which showed perfusion was better in
the haemorrhagic group than in the ischaemic group.
Moreover, previous literature reported that the ratio of
CBF/CBV was considered an index of perfusion pressure and the reflection of cerebral circulatory transit
time and decreased ratios of CBF/CBV were indicative
of a prolonged circulation time in MMD.22 In our study,
value of rCBF in the haemorrhagic was higher than in

ischaemia, and in the contrary rCBV in haemorrhage was
lower than ischaemia, thus causing the microcirculatory
parameters of rMTT and rTTP in the ischaemic to be
longer than in the haemorrhagic. Some previous studies
also reported that CBF and CVR were not impaired in
moyamoya patients with haemorrhagic onset.13 23 24 Adult
patients with haemorrhage had higher brain perfusion
than those with ischaemia, indicating different haemodynamic processes they experienced before onset of
symptom. Differences in the extent of hypoperfusion
in MMD patients with different clinical type should be
noticed.
Our study also found a difference in brain perfusion
by different gender, especially rCBF in frontal, temporal
lobe and basal ganglia. However, value of rCBV in female
was higher than male. We previously assessed cognitive

Figure 3 Univariate analysis of haemodynamic condition between age and degree of arterial stenosis. Figure III and IV were
the relative value of rCBF, rCBV, rMTT and rTTP (A–D). The data of cerebellum at dentate nucleus on parameters of CBF, CBV,
MTT and TTP were 61.51 mL/(min·100 g), 2.74 mL/(min·100 g), 2.86 s and 10.15 s respectively. *P<0.05; #P<0.01. (Details could
be seen in online supplementary materials - figure 2). Ba, basal ganglia; CBF, cerebral blood flow; CBV, cerebral blood volume;
Fron, frontal lobe; MTT, mean transit time; Occi, occipital lobe; Pa, parietal lobe; SeOva, centrum semiovale; Tem, temporal
lobe; Th, thalamus; TTP, time to peak.
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Figure 2 Univariate analysis of haemodynamic condition between gender and clinical type. Figure I and II were the relative
value of rCBF, rCBV, rMTT and rTTP. The data of cerebellum at dentate nucleus on parameters of CBF, CBV, MTT and TTP were
61.51 mL/(min·100g), 2.74 mL/(min·100g), 2.86 s and 10.15 s, respectively. *P<0.05; #P<0.01. (Details could be seen in online
supplementary material - figure 1). Ba, basal ganglia; CBF, cerebral blood flow; CBV, cerebral blood volume; Fron, frontal lobe;
MTT, mean transit time; Occi, occipital lobe; Pa, parietal lobe; SeOva, centrum semiovale; Tem, temporal lobe; Th, thalamus;
TTP, time to peak.
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function of 49 adult patients with MMD and found female
prospective memory and attention was better than male,25
a finding partially supported by our haemodynamic assessment. Hara et al recognised that oestrogen facilitated
higher cognitive functions by enhancing the prefrontal
cortex and hippocampus area.26 We also hypothesised
that haemodynamic difference in gender existed in
different brain region, especially in cognition related
brain areas. In our research, perfusion of hippocampus
and prefrontal cortex were better in female than male.
As for the relationship between perfusion and oestrogen,
we hypothesised that oestrogen played a protective role
in preserving haemodynamic circulation and cognitive
function, which needed to be explored further.
Normal CBF was known to correlate negatively with
age.27 28 Previous literature reported that with the
progress of MMD, long duration of ischaemia, loss of
neuronal mass, atherosclerotic disease, diabetes and

hypertension might also play a role in affecting cerebral
haemodynamics, thus causing a reduction in metabolic
demand for adult patients with MMD.23 29 Though no
statistical significance could be found in our research,
negative correlation between age and rCBF, rTTP could
be observed, especially in frontal, temporal and parietal
lobes. However, positive correlation in thalamic or basal
ganglia regions could be observed, which may explain
cerebral bleeding was more common in thalamic than
brain cortex. For those MMD treated with conservative
options were still exposed to the possibility of brain ischaemia because of the natural process of negative correlation between age and cortical perfusion.
In addition, previous studies had reported that the
stenosis of ICA and PCA were closely linked with the
prolonged MTT because of low perfusion pressure.30
In our research, progress of arterial stenosis was associated with changes of rCBV, rMTT and rTTP, which was

Figure 5 Multivariate analysis of haemodynamic condition between gender, clinical type, age, arterial stenosis, moyamoya
vessels and compensatory artery numbers. All data were represented as relative value of rCBF, rCBV, rMTT and rTTP. Beta
was represented as standardised coefficients. Ba, basal ganglia; CBF, cerebral blood flow; CBV, cerebral blood volume; Fron,
frontal lobe; MTT, mean transit time; Occi, occipital lobe; Pa, parietal lobe; SeOva, centrum semiovale; Tem, temporal lobe; Th,
thalamus; TTP, time to peak.
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Figure 4 Univariate analysis of haemodynamic condition between compensatory artery numbers and moyamoya vesses.
Figure V and VI were the relative value of rCBF, rCBV, rMTT and rTTP (A–D). The data of cerebellum at dentate nucleus on
parameters of CBF, CBV, MTT and TTP were 61.51 mL/(min·100g), 2.74 mL/(min·100 g), 2.86 s and 10.15 s, respectively.
*P<0.05; #P<0.01. (Details could be seen in online supplementary materials - figure 3). Ba, basal ganglia; CBF, cerebral blood
flow; CBV, cerebral blood volume; Fron, frontal lobe; MTT, mean transit time; Occi, occipital lobe; Pa, parietal lobe; SeOva,
centrum semiovale; Tem, temporal lobe; Th, thalamus; TTP, time to peak.
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established to compare the unique cerebral haemodynamics. Second, the patients selected into our study were
adults patients, so it may not apply to paediatric patients
with MMD. Third, the accurate drawing of ROI at the same
level and size was difficult. Fourth, it was not enough to
evaluate only the number of compensatory vessels but not
the degree of compensation and might bring bias. Fifth,
cerebral haemodynamics was very complex in MMD.
Thereby, it might be arbitrarily to assess single cerebral
lobe rather than entire cerebral hemisphere.
CONCLUSIONS
In adult patients with MMD, age, gender and clinical
type were potential risk factors for the change of cerebral
perfusion. When arterial stenosis is worsened, moyamoya
vessels could alter perfusion of temporal and parietal
lobe, but not frontal lobe. Extracranial/intracranial
compensatory arteries could maintain microcirculation
stability in frontal lobe and basal ganglia, indicating that
the protection from extracranial compensatory arteries, a
theoretic base for surgery treatment if necessary.
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